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Shaman King edited season 2 episode 25 Hearts Of Darkness Tv Com edit season Shaman King is a japanese anime and manga series
by mangaka Osamu Tezuka it was first released in manga form in the 4 issues of Tezuka's manga magazine, but the English language
version was not released until three years later, under his label Tezuka Productions, complete with English voice actors, and even re-
released in full color as part of a boxed series. created through a combination of the original human form of Ky, with her animal
shape, and more specifically as a fusion of her and Inuyasha's spirits, with his shikigami, or demon form. The show centres around the
titular character who is considered to be a shaman, he has the ability to transform his body into various animal forms (shikigami) to
use as weapons, as well as an amulets called an "omega ring" (the 'omega' stands for "ultimate, ultimate" or "all-inclusive", though the
amulets themselves are called "Aquamarine"s to match the show's theme song,) which allows him to freely transform into various
forms. He is depicted as being a very skilled swordsman, often using animal powers to help him defend himself or even attack his
opponent. He also has an almost eidetic memory, and a mastery of both magic and martial arts. The series centers around the lives of
Kagome Higurashi and Tanya Chiba, the former is a young girl who suffers from amnesia, and the latter her younger sister, who are
orphaned following the death of their parents at an early age. They are later adopted by the Higurashi Clan, headed by the Hômyô
Clan's head, the. Head of the Hômyô Clan is the so-called 'Re-kagome' of the "Giyomi'", or "Street Spirit", meaning that he is the
protector of the street after dark, and takes in human form at night to patrol the streets of the towns the two resided in. Kagome was
a regular child until their parents died in a car crash, leaving her and her younger sister to be adopted by the people of the Higurashi
Clan, head of which is their former headmaster, the so-called Re-kagome. Kagome experiences something unexpected in the form of a
little girl who appears before her in a dream
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